ACMEI EXPO 2014 AT “FIERA DEL LEVANTE” IN BARI
In Puglia’s main city, from 9th to 12th October,
another unmissable event with RICCINI
The participation of Riccini to this event, which will take place in the new pavilion of the
exhibition area in Bari from 9th to 12th October, has been confirmed.
The innovation-oriented mark, which is the philosophy at the base of this exhibition (young
but it has already distinguished itself for the originality and interest it raised in the sector),
adheres to the spirit that permeates our Company from the start.

Some images of ACMEIEXPO 2012

As a matter of fact, Riccini, throughout 60 years from its foundation, has regularly and
continuously introduced a lot of new products, starting from corrugated double wall cable
conduits in HDPE, of which Riccini has been one of the first featurers in Italy.
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During its decennial history, Riccini has never stopped proposing innovation, in a path of
excellence quality. In our exhibition space, along with our corrugated double wall cable
conduit “Corrugar” N 450N series in HDPE marked IMQ (available in spools and/or bars 450N
and 750N series, depending on the diameters), you will see our single pipes and flat triple
pipes as well as starlike triple pipes in PE for optical fibre telecommunication networks and
inspection wells in PP.

From left to right: N 450N Corrugar in spools, rigid 450N Corrugar and rigid 750N Corrugar in HDPE; Inspection Wells
Riccini in PP
From left to right: personalised single pipe in blue colour, starlike triple pipe , internal part of a single pipe realized in
yellow colour (see the longitudinal protruding grooves present in every pipe composing the range of single and triple
pipes).

From left to right: single pipe, starlike triple pipe and flat triple pipe in PE, manufactured according to the technical
specifications of the main Italian and European managers for optical fibre telecommunication networks.

See you in Bari!

